Theorem
1. If <¡> is a self-homeomorphism of H preserving some invariant metric, then <f>(h) =hi<r(h), hEH, where a is an automorphism of H. Furthermore if H is finite dimensional a is periodic.
Since one can trivially construct an invariant metric preserved by a given periodic automorphism, one has the corollary that an automorphism of such a finite dimensional H is periodic if and only if it preserves some invariant metric. However, our restriction that H be metric is entirely artificial; our basic result is Theorem 2. Let H be a compact connected abelian group, and let G be an equicontinuous group of self-homeomorphisms of H containing all translations.
Then gEG is of the form g(h)=hg<rs(h), where ag is an automorphism of H. If H is also finite dimensional there is an integer k for which crk(h) =hfor all g and h.
The proof uses some elementary vector-valued integration, the fact that on compact groups one has approximate identities consisting of trigonometric polynomials (by the Peter-Weyl and StoneWeierstrass theorems), as well as one conceivably new (but trivial) fact ( §1, Lemma). Thus our arguments will be rather conventional. The results arose from an attempt to apply some work of K. de Leeuw and the author [l, Theorem l] and undoubtedly bear traces of conversations with de Leeuw, to whom the author would like to express his thanks.
A remark on connectedness.
As is well known a compact abelian group is connected if and only its character group H has no torsion (i.e., no elements of finite order); and it is a standard result that a torsion free abelian group can be (totally) ordered so as to become an ordered abelian group.1 Thus when H is compact, connected, and
[April abelian we can assume 77* an ordered abelian group, obtaining the following simple consequence.
Lemma. A unimodular trigonometric polynomial on a compact connected abelian group H is a monomial, i.e., if | ¿3?«i <*#*< = 1> ^¿£77 , hi 7¿hj for i 7¿j, then exactly one ai ^0.
Proof. We can suppose all a¿ ^0,77>l,and that the hi are indexed as ordered: îti < h2 < • • • < hn. Since | 23"= i a¿^»l = *> (/L"=i #i^«)(]C"=i âihz1) = 1 =aia"ÂiÂn1+terms involving larger characters; since hjti1 is not the identity character we conclude that aiá" = 0, our contradiction. Let {v} be an approximate identity on G consisting of trigonometric polynomials (i.e. each v is a finite linear combination of entries in finite dimensional matricial representations of G). Each v lies in a finite dimensional translation invariant subspace of C(C7), and if vi, Vi, ■ • ■ , v" span this subspace, the corresponding integrals JviilÙf ° gdg, i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , n, span a finite dimensional subspace of C(77) containing (1) which is C-invariant. Indeed 2 The lemma remains valid if compactness is omitted; for the almost periodic compactification of H is then a compact connected abelian group on which our trigonometric polynomial is unimodular. Indeed replacing "trigonometric polynomial" by "finite linear combination of multiplicative characters" we can remove "abelian" as well, using an analogous compactification (the dual of the discrete groupof "multiplicative characters"). Finally note that this property characterizes connected groups among the compact abelian groups. For if H is disconnected H* must have some element h of finite order which maps H onto the nth roots of unity for 
= (g(h), h)={hg, h)(h, rg(h)), or (h^g(h), h) = (h, r"(h)). Hence h^>(hg~lg(h), h) is multiplicative for each h, so that oa: h-^h^gQi) is
a homomorphism, therefore an automorphism, as asserted. Indeed T": H*-^>H~ is clearly the automorphism dual to ag. For the final assertion of Theorem 2 note that each r" acts simply as a permutation on the basis characters of each V. Thus if V is «-dimensional, for any g, rng leaves each character in F's basis fixed. If II is finite dimensional, so that [3] we have hu h2, ■ ■ ■ , hm in H for which hEH" implies hn = h"1h2l • ■ ■ hn™, we can find an integer k (the product of appropriate factorials) for which Tkghi = hit all i, g, and thus assert that rkh = h, all h, g. For the set of h satisfying this equality clearly is closed under the group operation and (when they exist) the taking of roots: if rk(h)=h and (h')' = h then (Tkh')'=rkh = h= (/?)' so that Tkgh' = h' (since II* has no elements of finite order). Thus, dually, ok is the identity map for all gEG, completing our proof.
Theorem 1 is of course an immediate consequence since r/> and the group of translations then generate an equicontinuous group of selfhomeomorphisms.
Groups of automorphisms.
If we restrict our self-homeomorphisms to automorphisms we can obtain some apparently new results when II is finite dimensional.
Theorem 3. Let II be a finite dimensional compact connected dbelian group, G an equicontinuous group of automorphisms of II. Then for some integer k, every element of G is of period k.
For the proof note that we may as well assume G is compact in the compact->open topology, as in §2. Thus if p is any translation invariant metric on 77, then setting d(hu hi) = sup p(g(hi), g(hi)) Q yields an equivalent metric d which is clearly G-invariant, and is also translation invariant:
Consequently G and the translations generate an equicontinuous group to which Theorem 2 applies.3
Corollary.
If H is a finite dimensional, compact, connected, normal, abelian subgroup of a maximally almost periodic group G, there is an integer k for which* gkh = hgh, gGG, h(E.HIf G were taken compact we should only need to apply Theorem 3 to the group {a": gGG}, where ag: h^>g~lhg. But if G is maximally almost periodic we have 77 mapped in a (1-1) continuous fashion into the almost periodic compactification G* of G, and thus (homeomorphically and) isomorphically; since 77 must remain normal in G*, clearly, gkh = hgk for all gGG*.
